August 2016 Newsletter
Programme of meetings and events

Items from Steve Heeley’s Gallery

Venue: Water Orton Primary School, unless otherwise stated.
21st August 2016

Demonstration Day: Steve Heeley

29th August 2016

New Hall Mill Open Day, Sutton Coldfield

18th September 2016

Hands On Day: Pen turning.

16th October 2016

Demonstration Day: Sue Harker

20th November 2016

Annual General Meeting
Hands On Day: Open Hollow forms

11th December 2016

Demonstration Day: Mark Baker
Christmas Buffet

Demonstration days start at 9.15 am and conclude around 4.30 pm.
(Setting up from 8.30 am)
Hands On days start at 9.30 am and conclude about 4.00 pm.
Don’t forget your lunch and a mug!

Pierced Sycamore Hollow form with
Rosewood finial and base

Sparta Mora Shield
(Inside and Outside)
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Change in Newsletter Format:

retary and Treasurer. All records are therefore confidential.

The majority of members receive their copy of the newsletter by e-mail attachment,
which means that it will be read on screen. Screens are landscape orientation and it
should be easier to read a whole page on the screen without the need to scroll down to
see the lower half.

We understand that similar systems are in place within AWGB, and we do not have
any direct access to their information, other than an annual list of members names
(only) which is sent, with membership cards, to the Hon Secretary.

Overall the format should make it easier to read and find items in the newsletter, and it
will also help with reviews of demonstrations where large numbers of photos might be
used.

The Hon Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer are occasionally asked to provide members contact details to other members for entirely valid reasons. However, the Committee has decided that details will not be released without the prior consent of the members concerned, and may be limited to a phone number or e-mail address only.

Printed copy will still be available for members who do not have internet and e-mail
facilities, as at present.
As with all changes, there is room for improvement, so please let the Editor have any
suggestions.

We have also decided that, despite some requests, we will not compile and publish a
members listing even if it were only to include name, telephone number and/or e-mail
address since even this limited information could be used to set up identity theft or
similar crime if it got into the wrong hands.
Members are entirely free to exchange details on a personal basis, but WMWT has no
responsibility for any consequences of doing so.

Privacy issues:
The widespread use of computers and electronic systems has led to concerns about
cyber crime and identity theft. Over the last few years, these concerns have increased
as the threats have increased. Cyber criminals are more likely to possess Masters degrees from MIT, than sawn-off shotguns, and they are very good at obtaining information.
WMWT is not exempt from these risks and we have to ensure that members details and
privacy are protected so far as is possible. As a company limited by guarantee, we are
legally required to keep a register of members contact details and we also need this
information so that we can communicate with members. At present members details
are held on a computer owned and operated by the Hon Secretary, who maintains up to
date protection for that machine, including firewalls, active malware scanning, anti
virus with adblocking (cookies) and key logging protection. Passwords are also in use,
and no camera is attached to the computer. We also have to comply with the terms of
the Data Protection Act, and the Hon Secretary is the data controller for WMWT.
The Hon Secretary and Treasurer also maintain some paper records (application forms,
AWGB forms, DPA forms) but there is no access to these forms other than by the Sec-

In practical terms, the above means that we will continue to do things as we do them
now so there are no changes or additional procedures and processes to adhere to. However, it is worth mentioning that cyber crime is one of the fastest growing types of
crime and the criminals are becoming much more sophisticated. We all need to be on
our guard when using our computers.
John Hooper
Director and Hon Secretary
August 2016.

Chairman’s Comments

our stock. Donations of blanks or branch wood will also be welcome

There is a report on the 17th July 2016 Hands On elsewhere in this newsletter so
I will just add that I thought it was a brilliant day, very productive, and lots of
fun.

Volunteer needed.

There were 37 members present including two that joined on the day so a warm
welcome to them. The Chairman’s Challenge had ten excellent entries and the
display table was well supported with forty plus pieces. The raffle raised a generous £53.
Thank you to everyone that made and donated items to the pick a peg.
Please continue to support the display table and if you have no new work to display please bring in a favourite piece, remember many of our newer members
will not have seen it before.
On Sunday 10th July, 7 club members represented WMWT at New Hall Mill.
This was a new venue for the club but, as many of you will know, Malcolm
Caine has been demonstrating his woodturning skills and supporting the Mill
for a number of years. We had a lathe giving mini demonstrations and our sales
and pick a peg tables attracted a great deal of interest. The weather kept dry despite threatening to rain a couple of times and visitor numbers were good. We
were given a warm welcome and received lots of compliments on the range and
quality of our work.. All club members present agreed that the day had been a
great success and I can report that after a small fee to the Mill WMWT club
funds received £200. Thanks to those that worked on the stand and to the many
members that came along as visitors and to add their support.
The new events that we have taken on this year have exceeded our expectation
of the level of sales that we were hoping to make. While this is good news the
downside is that our stock of pick a peg items is now virtually nil. We had three
days of events left in the diary with not enough stock for even one of them. Because of this the committee has, reluctantly, decided that the club will withdraw
from the event in September. It is important that we are never put in this position again with the potential loss of income to the club. The immediate need is
to make sure that we have sufficient stock for our next visit to New Hall Mill on
the 29th August. I am asking for your support and that we all bring three pieces
to the August meeting and then a few items regularly each month to help rebuild

Les Wilkes will not be at the August meeting – please volunteer to help with tea
making.
Advance notice
Our President Graham Lovett has generously offered to set up a new award.
This will be a shield to be presented yearly and will be known as the President’s
Award. The shield will recognise exceptional service to WMWT. The winner
will be decided by the Chairman and committee and therefore serving committee members will not be eligible for consideration. It is planned that the first
winner will be announced at our December meeting. More details will follow
soon.
__________oo_________
An elderley man was walking along the street with a young friend.
As they passed a news stand he indicated to the news paper headlines, which
were all about the current financial crisis, to his companion and remarked,
“That’s me”
“What do you mean?”
“My hair line is in recession, my shoulders are slumped, my stomach is a victim
of inflation, my prospects are gloomy and the combination of these factors is
putting me into a deep depression.
__________oo__________
There are two equally important elements to our successful sales at outside events, the
sales table and pick a peg. Most of you know by now that I am always looking for small
easy to make items for the pick a peg.
Supporting the sales table gives you the option of donating pieces to be sold for club
funds or offering your better pieces to be sold on a commission basis with you keeping
the bulk of the sales price and a small commission going to the club. If you think this is
for you please have a word with Malcolm Thorpe who will be happy to answer any
questions you may have.
We would prefer that you were present if selling work but if you are unavailable, occa-

sionally, we could take the pieces on your behalf but remember we cannot be responsible for any loss or damage in your absence.
There are obvious benefits to club when you donate some of your work to the sales or
pick a peg tables but please take a minute to think about the benefits for you.

Please put this list in your workshop and use it when you have a few
minutes to spare and feel in the mood to make some pick a peg / sales
table pieces. Feel free to make as many as you want.

If you make a few pieces each month, I promise you that:
Mushrooms

Ring Stand

Eggs

Spectacle Stand/Holder

Catches will become a thing of the past.

Small bowls

Acorn



Your eye for shape and proportion will improve.

Goblet

Foot Massager



You can practice using different finishing products, acrylic, cellulose, oil etc.

Bud Vase

Honey Dipper



The small pieces would be a great way to experiment with using colour in your
work.

Door Wedge

Spurtle



You can practice on small off cuts rather than that expensive blank.

Apples

Penguin



The cuts you practice are the same as those you need on all of your work.

Pears

Dibber



Where else can you practice your hobby and have the satisfaction of helping the
club at the same time.

Cherries

Plum

Spinning Tops

Pen Tops

Whistles

Train Whistle

Vase

Box

Mouse

Birds

Candle Holders

Tea light holder

Hedgehog

Hedgehog with coloured pencils

Pendants

Bangles

Ball and Cup Toy

Your Suggestion



The practice will make you a much better and more confident turner.



Your tooling skills will improve.



If you need to know how to make something off the pick a peg / sales list
please ask
Making a sale makes you feel good.
Experienced turners might act a bit matter of fact about making a sale but
you can take it from me, no matter how long we have been turning amateur or professional we all feel good when someone admires our work
and even more so when someone is prepared to spend their hard earned
cash to buy and then display it in their own home. That feeling is just as
good whether the sale is a £2.50 spinning top or a £250 piece.
If you can spare some time to help out at one of these events, even if you
cannot do a full day, we would be happy to hear from you.

Plans for additional Pick a Peg items
(with thanks to Western Australia Woodturners Association)

Hands on day: 17th July

Items sold on club days by Phil Stevenson.

The pre-ordained theme system is working well and our
last focus on box making got us all busy. As well as the
four club lathes, we are as usual grateful to those members who go to a lot of trouble to bring their own equipment to complement our arsenal, Malcolm, Cliff, Dave
and Bob; eight lathes in total and all of them working at
once - another WMWT record!

Thanks to everyone who coughed up their hard earned
cash to buy some of the bits and pieces from the workshop clearance we have been doing. I've still to total up finally, but the contribution to
Macmillan Cancer Care will I hope be something approaching £200; this is in addition
to various items being retained for club use. I will let our committee know what the
final total comes to but our benefactor will be pleased to know that the equipment and
materials are being put to use by woodturning enthusiasts.

A fair few boxes were made and interestingly, they were quite
different in design and technique. Several were made as mini
demos but more importantly we had three or four which were
our members' first ever completed boxes. Congratulations on
this; making a box can be challenging if you've never hollowed
out end grain, made a lid fit or reversed chucked.

Chairman’s Challenge for August
Novice Group:
Bud Vase

Chairman Cliff rightly showed
off the First Evers and their
makers deserved the recognition and praise. I for one hope
to see the follow up work. I've
made many boxes over the
years and I'm still learning new techniques and design ideas
and I never cease to enjoy the challenge and satisfaction of
making a box that looks pretty, different and whose lid
doesn't drop off or need a vice to remove.

Our next Hands On Day will be focusing on making pens I am a newbie; my experience is close to zero on pen making so I will be watching the experts with bated breath!

Intermediate Group:

Advanced Group:

Miniature Birdhouse

Box with threaded lid

Chairman’s Challenge: Results for July
Novice Group 2 Entries - Door wedge.

Intermediate Group 6 entries - Box

Advanced Group 2 entries - Off Centre Candlestick

1st Place: Darren Smith

1st Place: Brian Bateman

1st Place: Malcolm Thorpe

2nd Place: Les Wilkes

2nd Place: Dave Reynolds

2nd Place: Don Lawrence

3rd Place: Dave Hobbs

Display Table: July
A comment has been made that since numbers (instead of names) have been introduced to the display table, it is not possible to
identify which member made which piece. The number system was introduced so that members pieces could be identified on the
website.
To do so for the newsletter entry would involve a considerable amount of time in photographing each individual piece and recording each contributors name, and there is insufficient time to do this in the lunch break. As an experiment, the lists have been
photographed and included, so that it is possible to identify members contributions.
Please let us know what you think of this approach.

Articles for Newsletter
If members have any interesting ideas or articles, please let the Editor have them for
consideration.
A comprehensive article has been received from one member, which is several pages
long and will need some editing (hacking and slashing!) before it appears here - bear
with me.
Do you have any photos of experiments that you have tried? Was it a success or does it
require further experimentation? If published in the newsletter, it might get a response
to help you solve or improve the outcome.
Do you have any embarrassing photos or stories that could be published (within the
realms of public decency)?

Unusual turned items.

Help needed!

Does anyone have an “Acrow” prop, about 6’ to 10’ that the Editor could borrow?
Needed for some repairs to the roof of the other (better) half's workshop.

